
the unit's name is given. The possibilities remain that it is

part of a legionary stablpor that it records the name of a

tivi1ian manufacturer, itself unusual in a military area

~heRomans in the North West

(A summary of a lecture given to the Society on 21st March, 1973

by Professor G.D.B. Jones)

For a fuller discussion of this question, readers are

directed to Professor Jones' article in Northern History, III

(1968),lif
Northwich: Evidence of Roman industrial working at Northwich has

long been known; but the site's intermediate position between

Chester and Manchester suggested that in the early period of

occupation at any rate there should have been a military phase.

This was discovered~on a difficult site at Castle Hill,

consisting of a ditch system and a rampart of pebbly earth with

a turf revetment. This was associated with material consistent

with a F1avian date. A second military phase, presumably

relating to the early 2nd century AD, was detected in the form

of the addition of a stone wall fronting the earlier rampart.

Furnaces were also found, suggesting that after the military

occupation, Northwich joined other sites of the Cheshire Plain,

like Middlewich, in making up what was Roman Britain's "Black

Country"

~.'anchester: Industrial developments have virtually destroyed the

Roman fort at Castlefie1d, though a small section of the wall

is preserved under one of the arches of the Railway Viaduct in

Deansgate, and recent excavation has traced the line of the

road out of the fort's North Gate. The 1972 excavation at

Deansgate was concerned with an area of the town (vicus)

flanking this exit road, which was shown to have been resurfaced

on a number of occasions. The excavation produced evidence of

a 'pub' near to the fort's North Gate where the soldiers will

have spent off-duty time, shops and of many furnaces concerned

with the iron-making process~ some of which were removed for
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further examination. The excavation also revealed signs of a

shed-like building relating to the post-Roman period

Ribchester: This too was a difficult site to excavate because of

the amount of over-building and because of the erosion caused

by the River Ribble. Nonetheless, excavation produced striking

evidence of the wattle-and-daub used in the construction of the

Flavian fort's buildings and of the turf bricks used in the

rampart. It was also shown that later in the occupation period

the rear of the fort had fallen into disuse and its rear

gateway blocked off

Lancastar: Its problems should be looked at in the light of other

auxiliary forts: the excavations of 1970 and 1971 showed that

the pattern of development was similar to that of other military

sites in the North-west, at least in its early phases. There

was evidence of a fort on the top of the hill, built initially

of turf and timber, and then rebuilt in stone in the reign of

the Emperor Trajan - as shown by a building inscription

preserved in the Museum. It is wise, however, to be cautious •

in the interpretation of' other structures on Castle Hill; it is

possible that the fort of which the Wery Wall was a part might •

have been foursided, though it might equally well have been an

irregular enclosure to protect a landing-point

Professor Jones concluded his lecture by thanking Inembers of

the Society and other who had helped during I1';anchesterUniversi ty's

Excavation on the Mitre Yard site~.

( #; We hope to include a report of that work in our next issue. 

Editors)
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